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The Project Challenge
NM & Associates were appointed as the lead consultants of a large interdisciplinary team of professionals in response to a call for proposals to
consider the future of the site in question. The client required a conceptual
framework for the site which is located in a strategic part of Cape Town
adjacent to the Waterfront. The brief of Phase 1 included the evaluation
of four options and the compilation of a Draft Development Framework for
endorsement by the Provincial Cabinet, the City of Cape Town and a number
of stakeholders who participated in the public participation process.

Precinct 1

Further phases required the Team to prepare an application based on the
Draft Development Framework for the proposed rezoning of portions of the
total site. The application was supported by a number of impact studies
undertaken by relevant professionals and the outcomes of a feasibility study
for the redevelopment of the Somerset Hospital which was undertaken by
NM and Associates.
The challenge was to balance needs of the Department of Health, the general
public for whom the site held particular significance (as a hospital) and the
needs of the Provincial Government who are mandated to address broader
issues of equity, furthermore it was important to create a balance between
addressing the city’s needs and realities but at the same time, ensure that
land values of strategically located public land were optimised to serve a
range of needs of citizens.

Precinct 2a

Precinct 2b

Precinct 3

Principles
The following principles informed the manner in which the team operated
and the ultimate form of the Framework:
•

•
•
•

Proposed Development Plan

Efficiency and Access – Designing for human scale inner city environments where opportunities for a full range of operators could be
unlocked.
Social justice – Integrating people, space and opportunity in well
located environments.
Diversity – Providing for a range of incomes, people of different cultures and backgrounds to encourage an inclusive society.
Quality of Space – Developing a range of spaces focusing on positive
mixed use public places centred on a mix of private and public facilities while ensuring a secure environment for the Somerset Hospital.

Proposals

Granger Bay Boulevard Section

The urban design framework sought to consolidate the existing Somerset
Hospital into a new 260 bed hospital facility around which a positive public
environment was created. The framework proposed an active ground plane
using a range of residential, office and institutional type land uses to create
a vibrancy expected of mixed use inner city precincts. The framework was
also expected amongst other things to facilitate the generation of capital from
portions of the sites to partially cross subsidise the upgrade of the hospital,
associated facilities and construction of affordable housing.
Primary structuring tools included landscaped gateways; prominent public
streetscapes defined by an active ground plane; a network of hard and soft
courts that supported improved accessibility for those on foot. The Framework
also proposed reinforcement of key public assets in the form of a Health Hub
associated with the Hospital and Clinic, a Heritage Hub associated with key
heritage buildings and precincts and lastly, a Recreational Hub associated to
the adjoining Commonage and Stadium precinct.

Greenpoint Track Section

